HINGE PIN DOOR STOP

FOR USE ON REMOVABLE PIN-HINGED TYPE DOORS TO STOP DOOR AND PREVENT DAMAGE TO DOOR, WALL, AND DOOR KNOB. FEATURES REMOVABLE BUSHING TO ACCOMMODATE LARGE HINGE PINS.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS REQUIRED: Regular screwdriver and hammer.
1. Using screwdriver and hammer, carefully remove pin (A) from hinge.
2. Position door stop on top of hinge and tap hinge pin (A) into hinge using hammer. If hinge pin (A) is too large, remove bushing (B) by loosening bolt (C); retighten.
3. To adjust for desired degree of opening, loosen adjustment bolt (C) and slide stop arm (D). Retighten bolt.

NOTE: Two hinge pin door stops are recommended per door.
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